The Dolch List

In 1948, Edward Dolch made a list of all the words that are used most often in everyday reading and writing. Here are the top 75 words from that list.

Write over each grey word and then write it again in the box.

a    a    come    come    other    other
and  and  first   first  see      see
he   he   her      her    then     then
I    I    like     like   want    want
in   in   more     more  when    when
is   is   new      new   your     your
it   it.  only     only  been    been
of  of   over     over  came    came
doe  the  their    their  do      do
to   to   two      two   go      go
was  was  were     were  into    into
all  all  who      who   made    made
but  but  an       an    must    must
his  his  by       by    off     off
so   so   could    could  our     our
are  are  from     from  she     she
for  for  here     here  there    there
not  not  little    little  well    well
they they  me      me    where    where
as   as   no       no    before  before
had  had  or       or    can     can
don  down  right    right  has     has
on   on   them    them  just    just
we   we   up       up    make    make
at   at   what     what